Home Art Supplies & School Art Supply Bag

As a measure of safety during this
challenging time, the school district art
teachers are asking that families
provide, if possible, a basic “art supply”
bag for their child to minimize the
sharing of art supplies and materials.
The bag will be used at home for
virtual art instruction, but will also be
brought to art class each week once
instruction is face to face again.
The bag should be a large ziplock with
the child’s name, grade and teacher
written with permanent marker.

Supply

Notes & Substitutions

9x12 Drawing
paper

This can be purchased in a pad or as loose drawing paper. Make sure it is drawing paper
or marker/painting paper. The thicker the better!

5 No.2 Pencils

Handheld Pencil
Sharpener

Helps if it has a lid to contain shavings, but this feature is not necessary.

2-3 Large Erasers
(vinyl preferred)

Pencil erasers wear out quickly, so you will need an additional eraser.
Vinyl erasers are used in the art room, as they don’t wear paper as quickly as other
erasers. If you don’t have access to a vinyl eraser, any eraser will do. (example =
Hi-Polymer or Staedtler Mars Plastic erasers)

Scissors

Kid size scissors are helpful for beginning cutters. For experienced cutters, any size will
do.

3-4 Glue sticks,
.77 oz or larger

Elmer’s white
glue 4oz.

Glue sticks are easier for little hands, but white glue is also used for some projects. I
prefer to use a paintbrush to apply white glue if used. If your student does, be sure they
wash the brush after!

Crayons

24 color set

Colored Pencils

12 color set

Fine Line Markers

10 color set

Watercolor Paint

Basic set with brush.

Ultra-Fine Tip
Black Marker

Can be the marker from the basic set, if needed. Students appreciate having an ultra-fine
tip for tracing and adding small details. (example = Ultra-Fine Tip Sharpie)

Ruler or Straight
Edge

At least 12 inches long

